
Veteran US based reggae artist P-Dub and his band Predator Dub Assassins have 

been thrilling international audiences since 2001. 

P-Dub has developed a unique brand of reggae music fusing classic rock and pop 

elements with contemporary island sounds. Since 2005, they have released more 

than 12 full length albums  including:   “Predator Dub Assassins” (2005), “The 

Hardest” (2007), “East Coast Dub Cartel Volume One” (2008), ”Fully Qualified” 

(2009), P-Dub’s solo debut “Frontline” (2010), dub remix albums “The Dub Files”  

Volumes One and Two (2011 & 2017),  “Last Band Standing”(2012), and Decade of 

Dubs (2016). 

 

 
P-Dub and the group have also made TV appearances on hit shows such 

as “American Chopper” and  have supplied music for films such as Martin Scorcese’s 

“ The Wolf of Wall Street” as well as popular TV programs on CBS, MTV,  A&E,  Food 

Network, and Fuel TV.  Recent television credits include Hawaii Five-O and The 

Glades,  as well as writing and producing the complete music package for Red Stripe 

beer’s latest television ad campaign. 

As an instrumentalist, singer, songwriter and producer P-Dub has worked with a 

diverse range of artists in multiple genres, crafting hit songs for popular artists such 

as: Akon, Twista, Trina, Dipset/The Diplomats, Pharoahe Monch, French 

Montana, Buju Banton, Maxi Priest, Wayne Wonder and many others. He has also 

appeared on some of the same albums as pop luminaries Lady Gaga, P-Diddy, Trey 
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Songs, Rick Ross, Nicki Minaj, and Lil’ Wayne, seeing a #1 Independent (Billboard), 

#2 Rap (Billboard), #4 Hip Hop/RnB (Billboard), and three top 10 albums on iTunes. 

Predator Dub Assassins latest release is 2018’s “Songs In The Key of Sea” which 

reached #11 (iTunes Reggae) in June. 

 

Email : dubassassins@gmail.com  PH: 732-682-4236 

Official Website : 

www.dubonline.net 

 

PDA on Instagram 

PDA on Facebook 

PDA on Twitter 

 

 

Predator Dub Assassins – Sometimes I 

  

Predator Dub Assassssins – Downtown (Live) 
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Damian Marvin Walters from Trinidad and Tobago is known to his fans 

as vocalist and song writer Jah Bami. His musical style, a seamless blend  of classic 

roots reggae, dub and soca, has taken him around the world both as a solo artist and 

as a member of popular reggae trio Suns Of Dub. Jah Bami has also travelled the 

Caribbean for years as a host for Viacom’s popular MTV Caribbean network MTV 

Tempo. His latest album, 2018’s “Confidence Without Ego” was produced in Finland. 

 

Jah Bami – Unconditional Love 

 

Jah Bami on Instagram 
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Jah Bami on Twitter 
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Tim Gandee, known affectionately to his fans as Gingermon is a US reggae 

artist from Great Lakes region of Cleveland, OH. His passion for music and 

creativity have taken him from coast-to-coast playing key US music markets 

such as Los Angeles, Nashville, New Jersey, North Carolina, Florida, Puerto 

Rico, The Bahamas and Hawaii. This singer/songwriter’s following has grown in 

leaps and bounds since the release of his debut full length album, 2017’s self 

tilted “Gingermon”. 

 

 

Gingermon – Drink Up (Live)      Gingermon –Sativa (Official Music Video) 
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